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The Past as Pilgrimage
Narrative, Tradition, and the Renewal of Catholic History
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$35.00 • cloth • ISBN 9780931888472
$20.00 • paper • ISBN 9780931888014

history / Catholicism

In The Past as Pilgrimage, Catholic historians Shannon and Blum challenge the secular bias currently prevalent among professional historians, and argue for the compatibility of faith and reason in the study of the past. Inspired by the understanding of tradition developed in the work of philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre, the authors first critically examine both the internal contradictions and the enduring faith commitments of secular objectivity, then proceed to explore various traditions of Catholic historical thinking capable of synthesizing the technical advances of modern history with distinctly Catholic historical narratives. Their argument seeks to foster a conversation about the ways in which Catholic historians can integrate their faith traditions into their professional work while still remaining open to and engaged with the best of contemporary, non-Catholic thinking and writing about history.

Christopher Shannon is associate professor of history at Christendom College, and author of Conspicuous Criticism: Tradition, the Individual and Culture in Modern American Social Thought and A World Made Safe for Differences: Cold War Intellectuals and the Politics of Identity. Christopher O. Blum is professor of history and philosophy at the Augustine Institute. His scholarly articles have appeared in numerous journals, including The Aquinas Review, Faith & Reason, and Logos.
Lenore T. Ealy is executive director of The Philanthropic Enterprise. Since 2000, Ealy has served as program director for The Project for New Philanthropy Studies and editor of Conversations on Philanthropy, the project’s annual journal. As principal of Thinkitecture, Inc., Ealy has worked to foster the emergence of innovative ideas, practices, and processes supporting nongovernmental solutions to social problems.

One Continent Redeemed tells Winston Churchill’s story during the first eight months of 1943 and serves as the third consecutive companion volume to Road to Victory, volume VII of Martin Gilbert’s Churchill biography.

Volume 18 is the first volume of The Churchill Documents edited by Larry Arnn, president of Hillsdale College and former research assistant to biographer Martin Gilbert.

(For the complete Churchill biography, please see page 23. For other volumes in the documents series, please see pages 24–25.)

This volume of Conversations on Philanthropy commemorates the tenth anniversary of the journal with a tribute to Richard C. Cornuelle (1927–2011). Cornuelle’s vision of the role of the “independent sector” in American society continues to inform and challenge scholars and practitioners in political economy, philanthropy, and social enterprise. Cornuelle championed the belief that the best free society is also a humane society where robust voluntary social cooperation throughout commerce and community serves to meet the needs and aspirations of people.

Contributors to this volume include: Robert F. Garnett Jr., Peter J. Boettke, Paola A. Suarez, William Schambra, John McLaughry, Heather Wood Ion, Roger A. Lohmann, David Ellerman, and Frederick Turner.
To Protect and Maintain Individual Rights
A Citizen’s Guide to the Washington Constitution, Article I
Jonathan Bechtle and Michael J. Reitz
A section-by-section analysis reviewing the state’s 1889 constitutional debates, contemporary accounts of the convention, and significant legal cases. $16.95 / paper / 160 pp / Freedom Foundation / isbn 9780983544005

The Washington State Constitution
And the Constitution of the United States of America
This leatherette-bound edition of the Washington Constitution includes an introduction and history of the document and the delegates who authored it. $6.95 / paper / 216 pp / Freedom Foundation / isbn 9780983544029

The New Jacobinism
Claes G. Ryn
America as Revolutionary State
A revised edition of a modern classic. The “new Jacobinism” manifests a precipitous decline of American civilization and poses a serious threat to traditional American constitutionalism and liberty. With a new afterword. $15.00 / paper / 163 pp / NH1 / isbn 9780932783042

The Long War Ahead and the Short War Upon Us
Imperfect Civilization, Perfect Barbarism, and the WMD Terror
John C. Wohlstetter
Topics include the rise of Islamic communities in the West, the debate in the West over civil liberties versus security, the status of related battlefield conflicts around the globe, and challenges in defending the homeland and fighting overseas. $16.95 / paper / 240 pp / Discovery Institute / isbn 9780979014116

Obama: The Dream and the Reality
Selected National Review Essays
Victor Davis Hanson
In pungent prose, Hanson skewers modern pieties with the eye of a realist who is deeply grounded in wide knowledge of human history—and human nature. $19.95 / paper / 408 pp / National Review Books / isbn 9780984765003

An Evening with National Review
Some Memorable Articles from the First Five Years
First published in 1960, and faithfully reissued for the enjoyment of today’s conservatives. Now readers of today will see why the writers who made National Review great remain worthwhile, entertaining, and timeless. $19.95 / paper / 112 pp / National Review Books / isbn 9780975899847

Catch the Burning Flag
Henry J. Hyde
Speeches and Random Observations
Captures thoughts and reflections by the great conservative Henry Hyde, renowned for decades as the House of Representatives’ most persuasive orator. With a foreword by Robert Novak. $22.95 / cloth / 216 pp / National Review Books / isbn 9780975899816

Government Is the Problem
Memoirs of Ronald Reagan’s Welfare Reformer
Robert B. Carleson
“[A] thoughtful primer on how inventive public policy can be applied on a state level and evolve into a national cause.” — John Gizzi, Human Events $25.00 / cloth / 186 pp / ACRU / isbn 9780978650230

These Are the Times That Try Men’s Souls
America—Then and Now in the Words of Tom Paine
John Armor, ed.
Thomas Paine helped a majority of American colonists to think of themselves, for the first time, as citizens of a new nation—the United States of America. This book eloquently connects his life and times with the crises facing today’s America. $15.00 / paper / 258 pp / ACRU / isbn 9780978650247
### The U.S. Constitution

*A Reader*

Hillsdale College Politics Department

Featuring 113 primary source documents, this reader was developed for teaching a core course on the U.S. Constitution. Readings cover the principles of the American founding, the framing and structure of the Constitution, the secession crisis and the Civil War, the Progressive rejection of the Constitution, and the building of the administrative state based on Progressive principles. This extraordinary book will enlarge the reader’s understanding of the American tradition.

$40.00 / paper / 790 pp / Hillsdale College Press / isbn 9780916308360

### The Top Ten Myths of American Health Care

*A Citizen's Guide*  
Sally C. Pipes

$24.95 / paper / 182 pp / Pacific Research Institute / isbn 9781934276129

### The Green Wave

*Bonner Cohen*

*Environmentalism and Its Consequences*

$14.95 / paper / 147 pp / Capital Research Center / isbn 9781892934116

### Global Greens

*James M. Sheehan*

*Inside the International Environmental Establishment*

$25.00 / paper / 212 pp / Capital Research Center / isbn 9781892934000

### The Birth of Freedom

*Acton Institute*

*The Birth of Freedom* examines freedom in the light of perennial observations and questions about the human condition.

- DVD: $20.00 * 58 mins. * isbn 9781880595565

*Separate study guide also available*

$5.00 * 48 pp * isbn 9781880595558

---

### Seniors in Casino Land

*Amy Ziettlow*

*Tough Luck for Older Americans*

Have casinos become today’s senior center? It’s time to ask if we are turning a blind eye to a government-sponsored predator that creates false community, drains personal finances, and undermines dignity for the most vulnerable among us.

$7.00 / paper / 40 pp / Broadway Publications / isbn 9781931764506

$1.99 / e-book / e-isbn 9781931764513

### Why Casinos Matter

*Institute for American Values*

*Thirty-One Evidence-Based Propositions from the Health and Social Sciences*

A report from the Council on Casinos, an independent group of thirty-three scholars and public policy leaders, which concludes casino gambling is harming health, draining wealth, and contributing to economic inequality.

$5.00 / paper / 32 pp / Broadway Publications / isbn 9781931764445

$1.99 / e-book / e-isbn 9781931764452

### New York’s Promise

*David Blankenhorn*

*Why Sponsoring Casinos Is a Regressive Policy Unworthy of a Great State*

This fiercely reasoned and richly documented report lays bare the evasions, deceptions, and secrecy behind the rise of a government-gambling complex that is fleecing citizens by enticing them to lose money in rigged games.

$7.00 / paper / 148 pp / Broadway Publications / isbn 9781931764483

$1.99 / e-book / e-isbn 9781931764490

### Stacked Deck

*Paul Davies*

*Inside the Politics of New York’s Dishonest Casino Plan*

The inside story of how New York governor Andrew Cuomo, legislative leaders in Albany, and powerful gambling interests conspired to undo the state constitution in order to legalize Las Vegas–style commercial casinos.

$7.00 / paper / 32 pp / Broadway Publications / isbn 9781931764468

$1.99 / e-book / e-isbn 9781931764476
A Catholic Guide to Ethical Clinical Research
The Catholic Medical Association
This small volume attempts to resolve a series of real-life cases in research ethics by applying four key principles of the moral life: truth, respect for life, the integrity of persons, and the conjoined ideas of generosity and justice.
$9.95 / paper / 67 pp / NCBC / isbn 9780935372533

Affirming Love, Avoiding AIDS
What Africa Can Teach the West
Matthew Hanley and Jokin de Irala
Using abundant evidence drawn from the latest scientific research, Hanley and de Irala show that the most effective method of combating AIDS is through sexual abstinence and fidelity in marriage.
$26.95 / paper / 256 pp / NCBC / isbn 9780935372564

Catholic Health Care Ethics
A Manual for Practitioners
Albert S. Moraczewski, Edward J. Furton, and Peter J. Cataldo, eds.
More than thirty authors—all experts in their fields—examine moral action theory, key ethical principles, ethics committees, the embryo and fetus, contraception, reproductive technologies, and numerous other topics.
$59.95 / paper / 466 pp / NCBC / isbn 9780935372540

Handbook on Critical Life Issues
Third Revised Edition
John A. Leies
This popular classroom text appears in a revised third edition with updates on nutrition and hydration, the persistent vegetative state, stem-cell research, euthanasia, important court rulings, and many other topics critical to today’s health care profession.
$24.95 / paper / 285 pp / NCBC / isbn 9780935372472

Life Is a Blessing
Clara Lejeune Gaymard
A Biography of Jérôme Lejeune: Geneticist, Doctor, Father
The father of modern genetics, Dr. Jérôme Lejeune discovered in 1959 the extra chromosome 21, responsible for the condition known as Down syndrome, which he called trisomy 21.
$17.95 / paper / 149 pp / NCBC / isbn 9780935372595

Human Embryo Adoption
Biotechnology, Marriage, and the Right to Life
Thomas V. Berg and Edward J. Furton, eds.
What should we do with the hundreds of thousands of frozen embryos held in fertility clinics around the world today? One solution would be adoption. Would such a course of action be moral? is the question faced in this volume.
$24.95 / paper / 362 pp / NCBC / isbn 9780935372502

Live the Truth
The Moral Legacy of John Paul II in Catholic Health Care
Two of John Paul II’s encyclicals come in for close examination: Evangelium vitae, the great essay on the good of human life, and Veritatis splendor, the pope’s examination of the act of moral judgment.
$24.95 / paper / 343 pp / NCBC / isbn 9780935372496

Urged on by Christ
Catholic Health Care in Tension with Contemporary Culture
As the largest nonprofit provider of health care in the United States, the Catholic health-care system often finds itself in conflict with a broader culture. These essays discuss the current challenges to Catholic identity and some of the moral questions that are at the root cause of that conflict.
$19.95 / paper / 218 pp / NCBC / isbn 9780935372526

Walk as Children of Light
The Challenge of Cooperation in a Pluralistic Society
Edward J. Furton and Louise A. Mitchell, eds.
The authors seek ways in which to cooperate with a wider culture that does not necessarily share the moral vision of the Catholic Church.
$24.95 / paper / 287 pp / NCBC / isbn 9780935372465
**And on This Rock**  •  Stanley L. Jaki
*The Witness of One Land and Two Covenants*

Examines Matthew 16:18: “Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I shall build my Church.” A splendid discussion of the geography of biblical events and the Old Testament background to communal structure and leadership.

$10.00 / paper / 179 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888687

**The Universal Primacy of Christ**  •  Francis X. Pancheri

Pancheri revisits a crucial question of the Incarnation, one which continues to have broad implications for the Christian understanding of free will, the relationship between creation and Creator, and the final things towards which all creation moves.

$5.00 / paper / 144 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888168

**This Is My Body**  •  Mark P. Shea

*An Evangelical Discovers the Real Presence*

A popular apologetic written in terms engaging and accessible to evangelical Protestants. Shea treats standard misconceptions and objections to the teaching on the real presence of Jesus in the sacrament of the Eucharist.

$6.00 / paper / 64 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888489

**The Last Crusade**  •  Warren H. Carroll

*Spain 1936*

*The Last Crusade* illustrates the phenomenon of the traditionalist as revisionist: the distortions of decades of Marxist historiography are overturned in Carroll’s narration of the bloody struggle to preserve Western civilization in the heart of twentieth-century Europe.

$15.00 / paper / 240 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888670

**1917: Red Banners, White Mantle**  •  Warren H. Carroll

This captivating account narrates, month by month, the events of 1917. The drama of the Great War and the Russian Revolution are juxtaposed with the spiritual dimension of the age: the diabolism of Rasputin, the Apparition of the Virgin at Fatima, the malignancy of Lenin, the saintly courage of Charles of Austria.

$12.00 / paper / 330 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888052

**The Guillotine and the Cross**  •  Warren H. Carroll

The persistent myths of the French Revolution—that the destruction of the old order brought unrivaled freedom and happiness for Europe—are shattered in this rousing study of the political violence and social turmoil that struck France in the late eighteenth century. In the midst of the terrors that unฑtered Enlightenment ideology unleashed on the West, Christian hope arose anew to bring true light to one of history’s darkest hours.

$12.00 / paper / 203 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888458

**Isabel of Spain**  •  Warren H. Carroll

*The Catholic Queen*

One of the most powerful and compelling figures of all history, Isabel of Spain was a force with which to be reckoned and should rightfully eclipse the better-known Elizabeth of England, both as a woman and as a national leader. Carroll’s biography is extensively annotated and eminently readable.

$20.00 / paper / 393 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888434

**Our Lady of Guadalupe and the Conquest of Darkness**  •  Warren H. Carroll

Standard histories on the Age of Colonization tell a sad story of the ills inflicted on indigenous peoples by exploitative Western powers. This book offers a realistic corrective. The Spanish conquest of the New World is shown vividly—in its fervor and exuberance, but most importantly with attention to its central evangelical and civilizing impulse, which made the Americas a central part of Christendom.

$15.00 / paper / 119 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888120
A History of Christendom

volumes 1–6

Warren H. Carroll and Anne Carroll

Christendom Press

This series is the only in-print, comprehensive narration of Western history written from an orthodox Catholic perspective. How would a historical narrative read if the author began with the first principles that truth exists and the Incarnation happened? This series is essential reading for those who consider the West worth defending.

* The Founding of Christendom (vol. 1)
  $25.00 / paper / 605 pp / isbn 9780931888212

* The Building of Christendom, 324–1100 (vol. 2)
  $25.00 / paper / 618 pp / isbn 9780931888243

* The Glory of Christendom, 1100–1517 (vol. 3)
  $25.00 / paper / 782 pp / isbn 9780931888540

* The Cleaving of Christendom, 1517–1661 (vol. 4)
  $25.00 / paper / 807 pp / isbn 9780931888755

* The Revolution against Christendom, 1661–1815 (vol. 5)
  $20.00 / paper / 455 pp / isbn 9780931888890

* The Crisis of Christendom, 1815–2010 (vol. 6)
  $80.00 / cloth / 920 pp / isbn 9780931888908
  $32.50 / paper / 920 pp / isbn 9780931888847

The Best of Triumph

Triumph magazine was founded to champion the view that every nation is shaped by its religion (or lack thereof); that a religion that has nothing to say in the public arena is not worthy of the name; and that what it has to say must be, first of all, religious. The Best of Triumph will be a source of inspiration and practical guidance for all those interested in the transformative power of Christianity in political life.

$20.00 / cloth / 702 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888724

Misión Guadalupe

L. Brent Bozell and Eduardo Miles-Campos

A guide for prayer and a meditation on the mystical truths about God and man and the social and political ramifications of the Incarnation. The authors suggest a concrete plan for advancing works of mercy to relieve the suffering of the poor, to uplift the spiritually malnourished, and to form a more vibrant Christian community in the midst of a secular world. The text is presented in both English and Spanish.

$7.00 / paper / 310 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888717

Mustard Seeds

L. Brent Bozell

A Conservative Becomes a Catholic

The journal of a remarkable spiritual odyssey. By the mid-1960s, Brent Bozell had contributed as much as any individual to the conservative movement’s capture of the Republican Party. But long before that movement’s apogee in the 1980s, Bozell had moved on, discovering that his Catholic faith demanded more than conservatism could accommodate.

$16.00 / cloth / 414 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888731
The Catholic Milieu * Thomas Storck
Is Catholicism purely an interior set of convictions? In this provocative study, Storck suggests that a specifically Catholic culture can arise within a secular and pluralistic society. $8.00 / paper / 79 pp / Christendom Press / ISBN 9780931888250

The Gospel of Matthew * Claude Tresmontant
Translation and Notes
This controversial work of biblical criticism presents linguistic arguments for the original Hebrew text of St. Matthew’s Gospel. Using rigorous philological techniques, Tresmontant translates the Greek of Matthew back into the Hebrew, uncovering fascinating nuances and implications. $12.00 / paper / 602 pp / Christendom Press / ISBN 9780931888656

Grace, Predestination, and the Salvific Will of God * William G. Most
New Answers to Old Questions
In this exhaustive study, Most examines questions of predestination in the light of Holy Scripture and the teaching of the Catholic Church, with aid from the writings of the Church fathers and St. Thomas Aquinas. $20.00 / paper / 718 pp / Christendom Press / ISBN 9780931888663

Feet of Clay, Wrapped in Love * Mark Delery, OCSO
A Story of an American Monk as Told by His Friend
This story of redemption offers a window into the grace awaiting all who seek the moment when God enters fully into our all-too-human lives. $8.50 / paper / 36 pp / Christendom Press / ISBN 9780692001844

Ordinary and Extraordinary Means of Conserving Life * Daniel A. Cronin
This survey of moral theology on the topic of ordinary and extraordinary means remains the standard reference work on a critically important distinction for end-of-life decision-making. Cronin examines major authors from the Catholic historical tradition, showing how the difference between “ordinary” and “extraordinary” has developed with the progress of medical science. $27.95 / paper / 280 pp / NCBC / ISBN 9780935372557

Integrating Patristic and Modern Exegesis of Scripture * Walter M. Werbylo, c.s.b
Theory and an Application to John 7:37–39
Werbylo brings out the multiple layers of meaning in John 7:37–39 (“If anyone thirsts, let him come to me and drink”) by integrating the patristic exegesis of these three verses with the modern exegesis. His patient, wise investigation shows what the patristic and modern methods look like in practice. $22.00 / paper / 272 pp / Christendom Press / ISBN 9780981985107

Personalist Bioethics * Elio Sgreccia
Foundations and Applications
Readers will find a presentation and discussion of the basic contours of personalist bioethics, comparisons of personalism with other philosophical positions, and ethical investigations of topics ranging from genetic engineering to euthanasia. $79.95 / paper / 900 pp / NCBC / ISBN 9780935372632
Environmental Stewardship in the Judeo-Christian Tradition • Staff of the Acton Institute
A fair and honest debate about religious responses to environmental issues should always distinguish theological principles from prudential judgments. The Cornwall Declaration and accompanying essays in this volume were written to do just that. They seek to articulate the broad Judeo-Christian theological principles concerning the environment, and to distinguish those principles from contrary ideas popular in the environmental movement.
$9.95 / paper / 119 pp / Acton Institute / isbn 9781880595152

Work: The Meaning of Your Life • Lester DeKoster
A Christian Perspective
Where do we find the core of life’s meaning? At whatever work we do—with head or hand, from kitchen to executive suite, from your house to the White House! “Work is the great equalizer—everyone has to come to it in order to find meaning in living: no short cuts, no detours, no bargain rates.”
$9.95 / paper / 75 pp / Acton Institute / isbn 9781880595725

What the Catholic Faithful Can Do • Gerard Morrissey
Offers practical solutions for Catholics seeking to deepen their relationship to the Church. In addition to constructive advice, the book includes four appendices with multiple resources.
$5.00 / paper / 128 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888236

Educating for Virtue • Joseph Baldacchino, ed.
In Educating for Virtue, five scholars address one of the most pressing issues of our time: the relationship between education and the development of moral character. With essays by Claes G. Ryn, Russell Kirk, Paul Gottfried, Peter J. Stanlis, and Solveig Eggerz.
$15.00 / paper / 114 pp / NHI / isbn 9780932783028

Economics and the Moral Order • Joseph Baldacchino
This succinct but illuminating book defends the free market, while criticizing a narrowly economic understanding of man and society. Baldacchino argues that a sound economy has ethical and cultural prerequisites that are integral to its survival. With an introduction by Russell Kirk.
$10.00 / paper / 43 pp / NHI / isbn 9780932783004

Literature and the American College • Irving Babbitt
“[A] book . . . so solid in its substance and implications that it barely shows its age. . . . What Babbitt has to say about the classics and the ancients, American civilization and character still deserves to be known and pondered by all those interested in education.”
—Milton Hindus, Brandeis University
$20.00 / cloth / 228 pp / NHI / isbn 9780932783011
Imprimis * Douglas A. Jeffrey, ed.
*A Fortieth-Anniversary Collection*

Marking forty years of *Imprimis* publication, this volume includes several talks addressing the radical difference between the limited constitutional government established by America’s founders and the bureaucratic state that exists today—and how the change came about. Authors include Mark Steyn, Robert P. George, David McCullough, and Victor Davis Hanson.

$30.00 / cloth / 275 pp / Hillsdale College Press / ISBN 9780916308421

Educating for Liberty * Douglas A. Jeffrey, ed.
*The Best of Imprimis, 1972–2002*

This volume includes thirty speeches from the first three decades of *Imprimis*, the national speech digest of Hillsdale College. Authors include Larry P. Arnn, Russell Kirk, Clarence Thomas, Ronald Reagan, George Gilder, John Stossel, Malcolm Muggeridge, Michael Novak, Michael Medved, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Jeane Kirkpatrick, Margaret Thatcher, and Jesse Helms.

$25.00 / cloth / 330 pp / Hillsdale College Press / ISBN 9780916308551

Liberty and Learning * Larry P. Arnn
*The Evolution of American Education*

Arnn traces the history of education from the founding of the U.S. Office of Education (based on the Prussian system) in 1869 to the Higher Education Act of 1965 and its subsequent reauthorizations, to contemporary legislation. He connects these changes to fundamental shifts in our understanding of what education is, of the purpose and ends of government, and of what it means to be human.


The Neighbor’s Kid * Philip Brand
*A Cross-Country Journey in Search of What Education Means to Americans*

*The Neighbor’s Kid* tells the story of what Philip Brand discovered when he drove cross-country and visited ninety-eight schools in forty-nine states. Brand ultimately concludes that government policymakers cannot set standards of educational “achievement” because true education is intimately tied to the cultural and civic experiences of families and communities.

$18.00 / paper / 192 pp / Capital Research Ctr. / ISBN 9781892934154

$18.00 / e-book / e-ISBN 9781892934161

Classical Education * Gene Edward Veith Jr. and Andrew Kern
*The Movement Sweeping America*

Contemporary education theories have failed during the twentieth century, among them modernism, postmodernism, and multiculturalism. The solution is not more spending or a new and innovative program, but classical education. This revised and updated edition includes new chapters on classical education in Catholic schools and in the homeschooling movement.

$10.00 / paper / 144 pp / Capital Research Ctr. / ISBN 9781892934062

What Will They Learn? 2012–13 *A Survey of Core Requirements at Our Nation’s Colleges and Universities*

What Will They Learn? is the only resource that reviews college curricula comprehensively to answer the first question parents, guidance counselors, and trustees should ask about a school: what will students learn? The revised 2013–14 edition evaluates over 1,000 colleges and universities, assigns each school a letter grade, and recommends noteworthy programs within the schools.

$16.95 / paper / 130 pp / ACTA / ISBN 9780970805898
Homeschooling with Gentleness * Suzie Andres
A Catholic Discovers Unschooling

Andres explores the basic premise of the household as the primary place of education and the role of parents as primary educators.

$10.00 / paper / 132 pp / Christendom Press / ISBN 9780931888793

Western Heritage * Hillsdale College History Faculty, eds.
A Reader

Carefully compiled by Hillsdale College History Faculty, this reader is perfect for classroom use at the high school level and up, and for the general reader.

$40.00 / paper / 782 pp / Hillsdale College Press / ISBN 9780916308278

American Heritage * Hillsdale College History Faculty, eds.
A Reader

As the preface describes it, “The primary role of this reader is to supply a rich sample of documents from the periods we examine. These primary sources provide portals into the American past.”

$40.00 / paper / 882 pp / Hillsdale College Press / ISBN 9780916308285

Not as Good as You Think *
Why the Middle Class Needs School Choice
Lance T. Izumi, Vicki E. Murray, and Rachel S. Chaney

This book, and its companion documentary, takes readers on a driving tour of some of California’s best neighborhoods (and some of its supposed best schools), where sometimes parents have found out the hard way that many students are not performing at grade level, let alone ready for college.

$24.95 / paper / 242 pp / Pacific Research Inst. / ISBN 9781934276068

DVD: $19.95 * 49 minutes * ISBN 9781934276143

Free to Learn * Lance T. Izumi and Xiaochin Claire Yan
Lessons from Charter Schools

In Free to Learn, charter principals and teachers—who often do things contrary to the public education establishment—offer hope and practical advice for the charter movement.

$14.95 / paper / 212 pp / Pacific Research Inst. / ISBN 9780936488950

Mother Bodies,
Father Bodies
How Parenthood Changes Us from the Inside Out

W. Bradford Wilcox and Kathleen A. Kovner Kline, M.D.

Do the words “mother” and “father” mean the same thing or different things? If there are differences, do those differences matter? In Mother Bodies, Father Bodies, social and natural scientists come together to offer new findings on the meaning of parenthood which push the boundaries on recent assumptions about gender roles and parenting.

$7.00 / paper / 120 pp
Broadway Publications * ISBN 9781931764360

The Anonymous Us Project
A Story-Collective on Third-Party Reproduction

Edited by Alana S. Newman

Anonymity in donor conception hides the truth; anonymity in storytelling helps reveal it. This book compiles interviews and essays from the Anonymous Us Project, which seeks to serve as a safety zone for real and honest opinions about reproductive technologies and family fragmentation. The project aims to share the experiences of voluntary and involuntary participants in these technologies, while preserving the dignity and privacy of the storytellers and their loved ones.

$18.95 / paper / 175 pp
ISBN 9781105936784

$12.95 / e-book
E-ISBN 9781633151482
Broadway Publications
**Sex and the Sanctity of Human Life**  
William E. May

May offers an engaging study of sex, in particular the relationship between the natural and the spiritual dimensions of human love and reproduction.  
$5.00 / paper / 132 pp / Christendom Press / ISBN 9780931888175

**Does the Shape of Families Shape Faith?**  
*Calling the Churches to Confront the Impact of Family Change*  
W. Bradford Wilcox and Elizabeth Marquardt, eds.

In this study social scientists, psychologists, and practical theologians come together to offer new findings on how growing up in a divorced family impacts religious formation, with implications for faith communities.  
$6.00 / paper / 83 pp / Broadway Pubs. / ISBN 9781931764377

**When Baby Makes Three: The State of Our Unions 2011**  
W. Bradford Wilcox and Elizabeth Marquardt, eds.

How is parenthood linked to the emotional welfare of adults of childbearing age? This study identifies the key cultural and social factors that make the transition to parenthood successful.  
$10.00 / paper / 120 pp / Broadway Pubs. / ISBN 9781931764254

**The President’s Marriage Agenda: The State of Our Unions 2012**  
W. Bradford Wilcox and Elizabeth Marquardt, eds.

In *The President’s Marriage Agenda*, leading scholars of marriage and family come together to offer a fresh set of policy recommendations.  
$10.00 / paper / 120 pp / Broadway Pubs. / ISBN 9781931764384

**Winston S. Churchill**  
*Volumes 1–8*

Randolph S. Churchill and Martin Gilbert

Hillsdale College Press

All eight volumes of the magisterial multivolume biography of Winston Churchill are now available. Begun by Randolph S. Churchill and completed by Martin Gilbert, they are essential reading for aficionados and scholars alike. See also the companion “document” volumes on pages 24–25.

- *Youth, 1874–1900 (vol. 1) / Randolph S. Churchill*  
  $45.00 / cloth / 608 pp / ISBN 9780916308087

- *Young Statesman, 1901–14 (vol. 2) / Randolph S. Churchill*  
  $45.00 / cloth / 775 pp / ISBN 9780916308124

- *The Challenge of War, 1914–16 (vol. 3) / Martin Gilbert*  
  $45.00 / cloth / 988 pp / ISBN 9780916308162

- *World in Torment, 1916–22 (vol. 4) / Martin Gilbert*  
  $45.00 / cloth / 967 pp / ISBN 9780916308193

- *The Prophet of Truth, 1922–39 (vol. 5) / Martin Gilbert*  
  $45.00 / cloth / 1,167 pp / ISBN 9780916308230

- *The Finest Hour, 1939–41 (vol. 6) / Martin Gilbert*  
  $45.00 / cloth / 1,150 pp / ISBN 9780916308292

- *Road to Victory, 1941–45 (vol. 7) / Martin Gilbert*  
  $45.00 / cloth / 1,439 pp / ISBN 9780916308445

- *Never Despair, 1945–65 (vol. 8) / Martin Gilbert*  
  $45.00 / cloth / 1,468 pp / ISBN 9780916308452
The Churchill Documents

volumes 1–17

Edited by Randolph S. Churchill (vols. 1–5) and Martin Gilbert (vols. 6–17)

Hillsdale College Press

The seventeen extant volumes of *The Churchill Documents* collect a remarkably wide range of archives too voluminous to include in Randolph S. Churchill and Martin Gilbert’s multivolume biography of Winston Churchill (see page 23).

- **Youth, 1874–96** (vol. 1)
  
  $35.00 / cloth / 678 pp / isbn 9780916308087

- **Young Soldier, 1896–1901** (vol. 2)
  
  $35.00 / cloth / 612 pp / isbn 9780916308100

- **Early Years in Politics, 1901–7** (vol. 3)
  
  $35.00 / cloth / 676 pp / isbn 9780916308131

- **Minister of the Crown, 1907–11** (vol. 4)
  
  $35.00 / cloth / 697 pp / isbn 9780916308148

- **At the Admiralty, 1911–14** (vol. 5)
  
  $35.00 / cloth / 786 pp / isbn 9780916308155

- **The Escaped Scapegoat**
  
  May 1915–December 1916 (vol. 7)

  $35.00 / cloth / 847 pp / isbn 9780916308186

- **War and Aftermath**
  
  December 1916–June 1919 (vol. 8)

  $35.00 / cloth / 720 pp / isbn 9780916308209

- **Disruption and Chaos**
  
  July 1919–March 1921 (vol. 9)

  $35.00 / cloth / 705 pp / isbn 9780916308216

- **Conciliation and Reconstruction**
  
  April 1921–November 1922 (vol. 10)

  $35.00 / cloth / 717 pp / isbn 9780916308223

- **The Exchequer Years, 1922–29** (vol. 11)
  
  $35.00 / cloth / 1,504 pp / isbn 9780916308247

- **The Wilderness Years, 1929–35** (vol. 12)
  
  $35.00 / cloth / 1,404 pp / isbn 9780916308254

- **The Coming of War, 1936–39** (vol. 13)
  
  $35.00 / cloth / 1,684 pp / isbn 9780916308261

- **At the Admiralty**
  
  September 1939–May 1940 (vol. 14)

  $35.00 / cloth / 1,370 pp / isbn 9780916308322

- **Never Surrender**
  
  May 1940–December 1940 (vol. 15)

  $35.00 / cloth / 1,359 pp / isbn 9780916308339

- **The Ever-Widening War, 1941** (vol. 16)
  
  $35.00 / cloth / 1,821 pp / isbn 9780916308346

- **Testing Times, 1942** (vol. 17)
  
  $60.00 / cloth / 1,736 pp / isbn 9780916308469
Sanctifying the World • Bradley J. Birzer
The Augustinian Life and Mind of Christopher Dawson

English historian Christopher Dawson once stood at the center of the Catholic literary and intellectual revival. This book by historian Brad Birzer offers the first study of his life and thought as a whole.

$30.00 / cloth / 300 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888861

Swords around the Cross • Timothy T. O’Donnell
The Nine Years War: Ireland’s Defense of Faith and Fatherland, 1594–1603

One of the few full-length treatments of the heroic struggle of the Irish clansmen in their effort to defend their faith and country against English encroachment and conquest in the sixteenth century.

$15.00 / paper / 311 pp / Christendom Press / isbn 9780931888786

One of Freedom’s Finest Hours
Statesmanship and Soldiership in World War II

Features nine essays by leading historians—including Stephen E. Ambrose, Martin Gilbert, Victor Davis Hanson, and Gerhard L. Weinberg—adapted from presentations given at Hillsdale College.

$25.00 / cloth / 159 pp / Hillsdale College Press / isbn 9780916308575

The Pillars of Reaganomics • Brian Domitrovic, ed.
A Generation of Wisdom from Arthur Laffer & the Supply-Side Revolutionaries

In the early 80s, the major arms of federal economic policy effectively cooperated to implement what came to be known as the supply-side revolution. This scrupulously edited collection represents no less than the comprehensive running commentary of that implementation.

$28.00 / cloth / 266 pp / Pacific Research Inst. / isbn 9781934276198

The Way to Wealth
Four Rules

Institute for American Values

Can the rules that worked for an America of small farms and town criers work for an America of sprawling suburbs and smartphones? Yes, conclude the researchers at the Institute for American Values, who put the rules that Benjamin Franklin described in his Way of Wealth (1758) to the twenty-first-century test. This book, which is the result of their investigation, contains four rules. They are short and simple, and they work. Make them your “way to wealth.”

$5.00 / paper / 56 pp
isbn 9781931764414

$1.99 / e-book
e-isbn 9781931764520

American Thrift
A Reader

Edited by David Blankenhorn and Andrew F. Kline

American Thrift provides a key resource in pursuit of the goal of rediscovering thrift, in the hope that Americans rediscover the “irreplaceable virtue” that helped make the us a strong and resilient nation. This compilation samples a wide-range of our collective wisdom on thrift and “saving for a rainy day,” including contributions from Benjamin Franklin, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and Andrew Carnegie, among others.

$19.95 / paper / 352 pp
isbn 9781931764421

$1.99 / e-book
eisbn 9781931764438

www.amppubgroup.com
**Why Thrift Matters** *Institute for American Values
Twenty Propositions*

This report presents the rationale for the growing thrift movement, publishes new research findings on American thrift, and examines innovative ideas from grassroots leaders.

$5.00 / paper / 36 pp / Broadway Publications / ISBN 9781931764315

---

**The Call of the Entrepreneur** *Acton Institute*

Rev. Robert Sirico joins Michael Novak, George Gilder, and other experts in exploring how entrepreneurs shape our world.

DVD: $20.00 * 60 mins. * ISBN 9781880595503

Separate study guide also available

$5.00 * 35 pp * ISBN 9781880595244

---

**Eureka!** *Arthur Laffer
How to Fix California*

*Eureka! is a prescriptive book providing a true economic roadmap for the rehabilitation of California.*

$26.95 / paper / 300 pp / Pacific Research Inst. / ISBN 9781934276181

---

**For a New Thrift** *The Commission on Thrift
Confronting the Debt Culture*

Describes the growing polarization in today’s financial landscape between two very different kinds of institutions. *For a New Thrift* calls for efforts to rebuild broadly democratic, pro-thrift institutions that will serve and reward the “small saver.”

$7.00 / paper / 68 pp / Broadway Publications / ISBN 9781931764155

---

**Sleepwalking with the Bomb** *John C. Wohlstetter*

How we can forestall nuclear catastrophe? *Sleepwalking* offers familiar faces, cases, and places to illustrate how the civilized world can face the most pressing nuclear dangers, assembling in one place an integrated, coherent, and concise picture that explains how best to avoid the “apocalyptic trinity”—suicide, genocide, and surrender.


---

**The Magician’s Twin** *John West, ed.
C. S. Lewis on Science, Scientism, and Society*

Lewis was a perceptive critic of the growing power of scientism, the misguided effort to apply science to areas outside its proper bounds. In these essays, contemporary writers probe his prophetic warnings about the dehumanizing impact of scientism on ethics, politics, faith, reason, and science itself. Contributors include Michael Aeschliman, Victor Reppert, and Jay Richards.

$24.95 / paper / 350 pp / Discovery Institute / ISBN 9781936599059

---

**Science and Human Origins** *Ann Gauger, Douglas Axe, and Casey Luskin*

Evidence for a purely Darwinian account of human origins is supposed to be overwhelming. But is it? In this provocative book, three scientists challenge the claim that undirected natural selection is capable of building a human being, critically assess fossil and genetic evidence that human beings share a common ancestor with apes, and debunk recent claims that the human race could not have started from an original couple.


---

**Science & Human Origins**

www.amppubgroup.com
SCIENCE

God and Evolution  Jay W. Richards, ed.
This anthology intends to clear away the fog, the fuzz, and the enigma surrounding “God and evolution.” Contributing authors include Stephen Meyer, William Dembski, Jonathan Witt, Denyse O’Leary, David Klinghoffer, and Jay W. Richards.
$24.95 / paper / 388 pp / Discovery Institute / isbn 9780979014161

The Deniable Darwin  David Berlinski
And Other Essays
In this book, Berlinski wields his famous skepticism, excluding neither Darwinism nor intelligent design from his critical eye.
$29.95 / paper / 558 pp / Discovery Institute / isbn 9780979014123

In the Beginning  Granville Sewell
And Other Essays on Intelligent Design
In this wide-ranging collection, mathematician Sewell looks at the Big Bang, the fine-tuning of the laws of physics, and the evolution of life, explaining why evolution is a unique problem.
$14.95 / paper / 147 pp / Discovery Institute / isbn 9780979014147

Darwin’s Conservatives  John G. West
The Misguided Quest
West addresses how Darwin’s theory, contrary to its conservative champions, manifestly does not reinforce the teachings of conservatism, but instead promotes moral relativism and utopianism, and is corrosive of both free will and religious belief.
$14.95 / paper / 160 pp / Discovery Institute / isbn 9780979014109

Traipsing into Evolution  David DeWolf, John G. West, Casey Luskin, and Jonathan Witt
Intelligent Design and the Kitzmiller v. Dover Decision
In this response to the first trial to address the constitutionality of teaching intelligent design in public schools, the authors explore how the judge’s decision in the case was based upon faulty reasoning, nonexistent evidence, and a serious misrepresentation of the scientific theory of intelligent design.
$14.95 / paper / 124 pp / Discovery Institute / isbn 9780963865496

Discovering Intelligent Design
A Journey into the Scientific Evidence  Gary Kemper, Hallie Kemper, and Casey Luskin
Developed for middle-school-age students to adults, this book is part of a comprehensive curriculum that presents both the biological and cosmological evidence in support of the scientific theory of intelligent design. The curriculum is divided into six modules.
$34.99 / paper / 286 pp / Discovery Institute / isbn 9781936599080

Alfred Russel Wallace  Michael A. Flannery
A Rediscovered Life
Remembered for prompting Darwin to write On the Origin of Species, Wallace was rightly dubbed by one biographer “the forgotten naturalist.” The provocative thesis of this biography is that Wallace, in developing his unique brand of evolution, presaged modern intelligent-design theory.
$14.95 / paper / 165 pp / Discovery Institute / isbn 9780979014192

The Myth of Junk DNA  Jonathan Wells
According to the modern version of Darwin’s theory, “junk DNA”—the non–protein-coding portion of DNA—is evidence for Darwinian evolution and proof against intelligent design (since an intelligent designer would presumably not have filled our genome with so much garbage). But recent genome evidence shows that much of our non–protein-coding DNA performs essential biological functions. The Myth of Junk DNA is written for a general audience and shows that “junk DNA” is not science, but myth.
$14.95 / paper / 150 pp / Discovery Institute / isbn 9781936599004
2011 Almanac of Environmental Trends  
Steven F. Hayward

The 2011 Almanac of Environmental Trends brings tracking environmental progress fully into the twenty-first century of real-time analysis and commentary. The Almanac explores the nature and sources of environmental progress, affirming the central role of markets, technology, and human creativity in solving the environmental challenges of our time.


Miracles and Physics  
Stanley L. Jaki

Two dangers confront the modern Christian regarding the apparent conflict between the role of miracles and the rigors of modern science. First, a naïveté that forces such shallow methods upon the scientific disciplines that the result is the evaporation of both reason and miracles. Second, the inherently irreligious spirit that empties the world of wonder out of homage to an outdated rationalism. Scientist and theologian Stanley Jaki makes a case for recognizing the needs of modern science and of establishing a proper understanding of the miraculous in history.

$6.95 / paper / 110 pp / Christendom Press / ISBN 9780931888700

Creation and Scientific Creativity  
Paul Haffner

A Study in the Thought of S. L. Jaki

The work of Benedictine priest, theologian, and world-renowned physicist Stanley Jaki is given its first systematic study here in Creation and Scientific Creativity. Haffner also provides a full bibliography of over three decades of Jaki’s scholarship, along with a comprehensive overview of Jaki’s life and career.

$6.00 / paper / 205 pp / Christendom Press / ISBN 9780931888410

A Desperate Man  
Claes G. Ryn

Could two people be more enviable than Richard and Helen Bittberg? They love each other, have two healthy children, and are financially comfortable. The culturally rich, cosmopolitan atmosphere of the capital of the most powerful nation in the world forms part of their privileged existence. But to Richard it seems that perverse, irresponsible forces are destroying the country he loves. He feels compelled to resist. But how? A Desperate Man is a political and psychological thriller that sneaks up on the reader and then only tightens its grip. Telling the story of the existential crises that its protagonists must face, the novel becomes a disquieting and thought-provoking commentary on the state of America and the Western world.

$42.00 / cloth / 672 pp / Athena Books / ISBN 9780988750807

Three Views of Oman  
Raina Sacks Blankenhorn, ed.

Society and Religion, 1945–2006

A history of images of Oman—one of the most developed and stable countries in the Arab world, among the earliest adherents to Islam—captured by English explorer Wilfred Thesiger, British army major Charles Butt, and award-winning American documentary photographer Edward Grazda.

$40.00 / paper / 120 pp / Broadway Pubs. / ISBN 9781931764292

Here, There & Everywhere  
Jay Nordlinger

A “grab bag of a book” in which Nordlinger visits unusual places, delves into politics, and profiles personalities from George W. Bush to Rodney Dangerfield. Mark Steyn called this collection “a virtuoso display.”

PHILANTHROPY

Law and Philanthropy * Lenore T. Ealy, ed.
Conversations on Philanthropy, Volume IX

This volume explores the historical and legal foundations that shaped contemporary philanthropic institutions and practices. A feature symposium on “The Political Economy of Tax Exemption” sheds light on current debates over the rationale for tax exemption as well as the charitable deduction.
$20.00 / paper / 217 pp / The Philanthropic Enterprise / ISBN 9780976190486

Should Foundations Live Forever? * Martin Morse Wooster
The Question of Perpetuity

Wooster considers whether the legal lives of foundations should be limited to prevent successor trustees from ignoring donor intent, and surveys past congressional attempts to limit foundation perpetuity.
$15.00 / paper / 65 pp / Capital Research Center / ISBN 9781892934147

Return to Charity * Martin Morse Wooster
Philanthropy and the Welfare State

Shows how the Victorian idea of charity was replaced by twentieth-century social concepts of social welfare, culminating in the “Great Society” welfare entitlement programs of the 1960s.
$10.00 / paper / 63 pp / Capital Research Center / ISBN 9781892934055

Guide to Nonprofit Advocacy * James Dellinger

A directory of over 100 of the most prominent nonprofit public interest and political advocacy groups in America, both liberal and conservative.
$15.00 / paper / 178 pp / Capital Research Center / ISBN 9781892934130

Generosity Unbound * Claire Gaudiani
How American Philanthropy Can Strengthen the Economy and Expand the Middle Class

Gaudiani mounts a spirited defense of philanthropic freedom, and also uncovers the fascinating history of philanthropy in America, showing how our distinctive tradition of citizen-to-citizen generosity has been a powerful engine of economic growth, social justice, and upward mobility.
294 pp / Broadway Publications
$25.00 / cloth / ISBN 9781931764186
$15.00 / paper / ISBN 9781931764193
$15.00 / e-book / e-ISBN 9781931764216

Guide to Feminist Organizations * Kimberly Schuld

A survey of 36 nonprofit feminist organizations, describing their mission, activities, leadership, finances (including sources and amounts of government and corporate funding). A fascinating reference tool for anyone interested in the history and impact of the feminist movement.
$10.00 / paper / 210 pp / Capital Research Center / ISBN 9781892934086

The Intelligent Donor’s Guide to College Giving * Anne D. Neal and Michael B. Poliakoff

Provides step-by-step instructions for donors on how to target their giving, with profiles of successful gifts. Find out how to ensure “that philanthropic dollars are investments in the values of America and its future.”
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